N.Y. U. ORATORS BOW TO Yeshiva ON COURT TOPIC

Victory Adds Another Link To Unbroken Chain For Yeshiva

Sugarly suspending the affirmative of a resolution resolving that Congress be awarded the power to overthrow, by a two-thirds vote, any decision of the Supreme Court inadmissible a Federal law, the Temple Students, men and women in Yeshiva. Both groups, however, were praised for their excellent approach.

Boris Rubnovitz' '37 and Wolfe Charnay '37, in arguing for the resolution, state that recognition of the Supreme Court's decisions destroyed the system of checks and balances originally aimed at in the Constitution. Whereas Congress and the president hold a check against each other, the Supreme Court is controlled by no one. It was further argued that the Supreme Court, through the nature of its decisions invalidating laws affecting the nation's social and economic welfare, has become the refuge for the vested interests.

Simon Novsky '38, endeavored to (Continued on page 4)

LIBRARY ARRANGEMENT LED BY RABBI MARCUS

Public Library System To Be Introduced

A complete reorganization of the Yeshiva library in the entire Yeshiva is to be effected, according to Rabbi Joseph Marcus, newly appointed head librarian. Work had already begun on the complete grouping of books by subject. It is hoped to unify the various sections. This is the first step towards the establishment, here in the system in use at the Jewish section of the New York Public Library.

When work is finished the library balcony will be opened to the students and closed shelves in general will be eliminated. Thus, the students will find material more easily available and more quickly. Work will be continued on other given topics. A complete new catalogue will also follow the completion of the work. It is estimated that within a month the new grouping will be completed.

RABBI ZIMMERMAN TO CONDUCT CLASS

Rabbi Chaim Zimmerman, Kinneret Ba'aloo, was appointed Keso Yeshiva. It was revealed in an interview with Rabbi Zimmerman that there are three lectures weekly for students who are in the senior department.

Rabbi Zimmerman, despite the fact that he is the junior member of the Yeshiva faculty, is well known in his field of scholarship and has been named as chancellor of Yeshiva University. In the past he has been awarded several books and pamphlets in various sections throughout the United States.

LARGE STUDENT GROUP HEARS SCHARGAGA TALE UPON POEL HAMIZRACHI SYSTEM BASED ON LABOR ECONOMIC PROGRAM OF POEL HAMIZRACHI

The speaker of the evening, March 14. The inauguration of the proposed program at the end of the semester will depend solely on the financial success of the program, he said.

STUDENTS HEAR RABBI M. BERLIN

Discusses Modern Trends in Study of Talmud

The combined student bodies of the Rabbi Berlin and the Teachers Institute assembled Monday evening in the synagogue to listen to an address by Rabbi Meyer Berlin, leader of the world Mizrachi movement.

Rabbi Berlin spoke in Hebrew on the influence of modern Palestine upon the study of the Talmud. He declared that since it is in the Hebrew studies that the spirit of the Jews is reflected, an event so profound that the whole world is involved and the existence as the rebuilding of Judaism, must be taken into account.

However in the matter of the study of the Talmud, Rabbi Berlin stressed the importance of the educational and cultural significance. Rabbi Berlin proceeded to trace the influence of Palestinian life upon the study of the Talmud, indicating that the study is taking.

T. I. PUBLISHES MONTHLY PAPER

New Journal To Supplement Year-Book and Alon

The first issue of the NIT, a new monthly newspaper, was published yesterday, marking the first appearance of a print periodical in the Talmudic field. The newspaper, devoted to Jewish studies, is to be issued every month. The first issue consisted of news of general interest, articles on literary and artistic subjects.

A feature of the NIT is the book review columns. In the current issue, this department contains itself with the presentation and evaluation of Hebrew educational works, classroom tests.

Another department is the mimeographed Alon and the Teachers' Institute year-book, both of which are incorporated in the newspaper. An enlarged edition of the paper will be issued monthly, and a separate section will be devoted to the presentation of new works.

Rabbi Zimmerman, despite the fact that he is the junior member of the Yeshiva faculty, is well known in his field of scholarship and has been named as chancellor of Yeshiva University. In the past he has been awarded several books and pamphlets in various sections throughout the United States.

PETER WIERNIK LEAVES COLLECTION TO Yeshiva AND COLLEGE LIBRARIES

ORGANIZATIONS TO GIVE Yeshiva Benefit Show

Theatrical Celebrities To Offer Services

A theatre party, sponsored by the group of Yeshiva College Organizations and featuring many of the most prominent locally and nationally renowned celebrities, will be held on Sunday, March 12, it was recently announced.

Among the prominent celebrities to appear on stage will be Harry Bridge, Jimmy Durante, 'Sandy Frick, Jerome Le顽s, Block and Schelley Wyner, madre and others as well as many of the students themselves. In charge of the event is Mr. Friedman, director of the Student Mathematics, is prominent in literary and theatrical circles.

An unusual feature of the benefit will be the use of the Schubert Theatre for the performance by Mr. Lee Schubert, theatre owner and a well-known Broadway producer.

Theatre parties are being sponsored by the Scripta Mathematica, the League of Jewish, the Student League, the Union of Orthodox Jewish College Students, the Hebrew, and the Commentary.

Mr. Friedman appeared particularly for the benefit of the Yeshiva College student body. Tickets for the theatre party may be procured in the office of the Scripta Mathematica, the Beth Medrash Lemlum, and The Commentator.

PURIM CHAGGAS TO BE HELD SATURDAY

Preparations are now in the hands of the students of Yeshiva. The Purim Chaggas, which is held here this coming Saturday evening, March 17, according to Bernard Lander '44, will be held in the Student Union and will charge.

The committee has been busy in securing many of the old-time entertainers and other participants. They will also take part in the program planned.

Judging from the preparations being made for this year, it is safe to say that it will be one of the most entertainements in Yeshiva," Lander declared.

Members of the committee are: D. C. N. Y.; D. B. S. Ehrman '31, I. J. Lash, managing editor; Jacob Rabo, editor-in-chief; Rabbi Berlin, desk editor; Jacob Rabinovitch, managing editor; and the Student Union.

The library contains English, Jewish, Hebrew, German, and Russian works. Present plans call for the college library to receive the majority of the English books, the Teachers Institute Library the modern Hebrew. The Yeshiva is the bulk of the collection. The library is combined under the leadership of Rabbi Joseph Marcus. (Continued on Page 3)

SMITH LAUDS Yeshiva AT SCRIPTA DINNER

Forecasts Endowments For College Expansion

Terminating Dr. Karel "the profound genius of Yeshiva," David Edmund, chairman of the Board of Trustees, at the Hotel Savoy Flagon, last Saturday night. Professor Smith, who is a member of the Yeshiva College Advisory Council and also an associate editor of Scripta, said of the college: "The Yeshiva is in its infancy, but with a success that has thrilled the entire educational world. It is an educational miracle."

Speaking at the Hebrew Union College and of Scripta he said: "I have been associated with the greatest national libraries of the world. Yeshiva is the greatest of them all."

"We have the finest library and the greatest library," he added. "It is not only the best library in America, but it is the best library in the world."
The national Mizrahi Conference, which took place in Washington last month, may be said to have been in the form of the official body of the Mizrahi organization named Poel Hamizrachi. Though hurt and horrified, in the main, by the scope and thoroughness of the pattern of the proceedings of that ambitious group, innumerable converts to the cause were won—-a most surprising and significant result.

It was Chaver Schragai, world intellectual and leader of the Poel "Hamizrachi, who threw the bombshell into the national Mizrahi Conference, giving food for an interminable series of discussions and arguments which started immediately and continued furiously until the end of the session.

Recently we were honored by having Chaver Schragai speak at Yeshiva. Of this occasion, he elaborated on the position of the Poel Hamizrachi and how they are more forcefully and clearly than he did at Washington. Again a bombshell may be said to have been thrown into the large gathering. This time, however, the effect was to thoroughly destroy and blow up eternally every shred of doubt the students of Yeshiva entertained in regard to the sincerity, program, and power of the movement.

The Poel Hamizrachi stands revealed to us now as the only true Jewish national party; truly Jewish because it places the relations between man and man above all else, and above the ambitions which should exist between man and G-d.

The establishment of a co-operative commonwealth in Palestine, the only solution against the poisonous economic anarchy that prevails in the several Palæstine countries to-day, is a fundamental and inevitable part of the Poel Hamizrachi program. Against these criminally short-sighted and monstrous leaders, who would enslave Palestine into the powerful web of economic exploitation and distress, the Poel Hamizrachi was ever a vigilant guard.

No longer has the virulently anti-religious Histradruth a monopoly on labor, and no longer is the cause of labor cham-

SINAI VERSUS CAPITALISM

The appearance of two new printed organs in different departments of Yeshiva during the last month is one of the happiest signs we have noticed this year among the various student bodies of the institution.

In Palestine, in fact, with a small four page monthly newspaper, the high school student body saw its first printed organ since the inception of the movement.

Following close on its heels was the appearance of the "Nir", a Hebrew newspaper released monthly and published by the student body of Beth Hamidrash.

Starting as the introduction of a Hebrew publication was in Yeshiva, the style of the news columns and the vigor of the commentaries have inspired the entire school with a new spirit and developed dormant capabilities which have remained hitherto latent in the student body.

The ambitious plans of the editors of "Nir" should be noted. One of the novel features of the paper will be the review of some pedagogical book in every issue for the benefit of those students intending to become teachers.

Both new publications will become set traditions in their respective student bodies, we earnestly hope. And especially in the case of "Nir" it would be of great interest to know in which of the universities of the world are

published and which are independent of the political conditions existing in any country at any particular time.

More even astonishing is the Columbia secretary's comment that acceptance of any such matter of routine and that the invitation was not considered on its merits. As an example of logical treat-
Yeshiva Defeats C.J.T.

ON THE SIDELINES
By BILL KAUFMAN

POT POURRI

The road back: Moe Krieger again looms in the limelight as one of the luminaries of the basketball five. His performance against C. J. I. was a sight for sore eyes. Moe disclosed that "therefreshing personality of one, Sylvia, had quite an exhilarating effect on my ability." It's too bad that she can't accompany Moe to the final exams.

Hey! Professor: Every now and then Red Kasten, popular athletic manager, substitutes as an instructor in the high school. He teaches mathematics and history, and how the kids eat it up.

Catch as catch can: Irv Lester, besides being a cub reporter on the sports staff (and a darn good one at that), spends his summer vacationing in the back of the Dickson City Ramblers, one of the better local semipro.

Democratix flux: Iz Zolt, senior, basketeer, won a beauty contest some seventeen years ago. (God, how we change.)

On instructor's desk: In the good old days Morris was the only member of the Muncovite Chess and Soccer Club, but he was also an annual entrant in the six-day bike races for former kukists and high-grade marksmen.

Silk purse or sow's ear: "Red" Neuman, star of the Sophomore quintet and high scorer in the new intramural league, is something of a talented economist. He performs at many noted concerts, where he is the guest cellist.

It's an ill wind: For the first time in three years Maxie Levy was held scoreless in a basketball game. The unprecedented accident occurred in the Paterson College game.

SOPHOMORES MORE, OR NOT: For some snappy ball playing and keen competition, we recommend the game between the Seniors and the Sophs. This encounter will settle the championship dispute for this half, and, perhaps, for the pennant. Who knows?

Gentleman Sol: You won't believe this, but Solly has been a champion skater and hockey player back home in Ottawa. The latter sport, however, harbors a near-enemy in the form of Sol, for we always see him trying to keep out of "hock" (ey). (Anything to fill up a column.)

Today's Toddy: Only a few more minutes and we'll be heading back to the soft-ball infield. Don't bet the Senators in the bag.

QUINTET BREAK- LOSING BREAK

KRIEGER STARS

Last Second Goal Rescues Game for Yeshiva-ites

By Abe Novick

Showing a new brand of basketball, the Yeshiva college five broke the hearts of the blase and boisterous and bone drying Central Jewish Institute last Sunday. For the first time this season the unseasonableness of so many upsets was seen, as most of the plays clicked successfully, despite the handicap of an undermanned crew. The game marked the second victory on the season for Yeshiva, the final score being 31-28.

Featuring the game was Krieger's brilliant play, as Yeshiva's erratic forward came through with one of his best showings of the season. Krieger's all around quintet made life miserable for his opponents by continually scoring on the two point and three point goal from the left.

C. J. I. started off with a bang by a free throw goal, after 1:06 of the first period. With Krieger still a man in the penalty box, he sank a beautiful basket from mid-court, the free throw giving him two points. The ball was sunk by Mass sank; a foul, and Aronoff shot a goal on a pass from Eisenberg, the quarter ending at that point.

Krieger Scores Freak Shot

The second quarter saw a faster pace and an exchange of points, after 1:52 of the first period. The ball was picked up by Levy, as Krieger was the man at the head of the backcourt. On a swift pivot and a pump shot he successfully dropped it into the basket, the free throw giving him three points. Then followed the star play of the game. Krieger lurking near the sideline stole the ball from an opponent and guarded by Levy, travelled down to the basket. Trying to reach the ball to Krieger, Weisman of C. J. I. the latter turned in a moment only managed to touch the ball. Krieger jumped in and grabbed the ball off the head of Weisman and sank a basket shot over his head, while standing underneath the basket. Both teams made baskets on the end of the quarter with the score tied 16-16.

Blue and White Rally

Yeshiva continued its fast pace in the third quarter, making 8 points in one and one-half minutes. Aronoff, Levy, and Krieger, from Goldklang in the center of court, dribbled down to the five men on the sidelines, then lay up shot against the basket. After the lay up, a pick up from Levy was passed to Levy and on a quick half breaking pivot, Aronoff ran up and shot a goal off. On this goal, Levy followed with two more goals before C. J. I. could enter the scoring contest, their total ending 57-24, in Yeshiva's favor.

C. J. I. crept up to within one point of Yeshiva in the fourth quarter, but with 5 seconds to go, Krieger tailed on a pop up, making the final score 57-31 in Yeshiva's favor.

Krieger's play during the game proved the axiom that "when he's hot he's awful, but when he's good he's magnificent." His backcourt goal made it possible for him to capture high scoring honors for the quarter, as any other who managed to chalk up 8 points for the game.

Yeshiva must be pitiful at the thought of the Seniors in the bag.

CHESS PROBLEM

The chess problem submitted by Moe Krieger for the following issue.

White: K-8; K-8; R-6; K-R6; Q-Q8; P-Q4; Q3-K4.

Black: K-Q4; R-Q1; B-Q3; boy rules. Checkmate: B-Q3; P-Q3; Q2-K6.

White to play and mate in 3 moves.

The solution to problem No. 2 follows this week.

All solutions are to be submitted to Morris Popko.

BLUE AND WHITE

CONQUERS WASH.

SQUARE QUINTET

Max Levy Scores 15 Points Against Y. M. U. Violates

Rallying in the second quarter, the Yeshiva quintet won a hard fought game from Washington Square College at the former's gymnasium, 40-34, before 200 fans. This victory marks 36 second time Yeshiva has emerged from the losing column to set back a more favored squad.

Max Levy was the star with 15 points, scoring three field goals and a foul in the final quarter of play. Krieger and Aronoff also helped by playing a wide-awake defensive game.

The visitors got off to a fast start by scoring continuously on a series of catches and 10-16 advantage at the quarter information. In the next frame Aronoff started to speed up and tallied continually by converting over-the-shoulder shots into goals. Levy, taking up where Aronoff left off, tossed successive baskets through the hoop. The N. Y. U. Violites were limited to a single point in the final quarter with the score 15-11 against them.

Krieger scored immediately after the start of the second half by dribbling the length of court and shooting from the corner. A minute later Mass dribbled away from his man and tooled a short field goal. From then on it was a free-for-all scoring fest with Yeshiva piling up a steady lead.

In the final quarter Levy led the cheering sectors by sinking two rapid baskets. N. Y. U. Violites dropped their lead to 13 points, but in the next frame Aronoff, a guy named Neuman, who piloted his team ahead by applying the maximum attack. "That is a good offense." Er the game ended, the lower terminus piled up a lead of eight points.

The Seniors score again this time from Hil. Adams rang up ten points for the "home guard" to carry off scoring honors of the evening. The height of the game was the goal by Bill Kaufman, the lad who tries and tries, but always misses.

The standing: Won lost

Sophomores ......... 0 4

Seniors ........... 2 1

Juniors ............. 0 0

Blue and White now lead by 20 points to 30, and should win the game.

Annual Senior Promenade

At The

JEWISH CENTER

131-135 West 86th Street

New York City

SUNDAY EVENING

MARCH 14, 1936

Nine o'clock

ONE DOLLAR PER COUPLE

HOME TEAM BEATEN BY L. C. H. BASKETBALLERS

Final Per- Westchester as to Lavenburg Wins 52-42

The strong Lavenburg-House team laced the Yeshiva basketers to a 52-43 defeat after a keen basketball struggle before a small crowd at the L. C. H. gym Wednesday night.

The scoring began for Yeshiva's "Home Boys" with a basket shot which was followed by two consecutive underhands. The "Westhetic Boys" began playing the corners effectively and piled up an 8-6 lead. Levy then succeeded in breaking through the Lavenburg defense and together with a basket by Goldklang and a completed free throw by Aronoff widened Yeshiva's score to an 11. C. I. raced up a 13 point lead before the "Blue and White" could fly back. Levy, Schlesinger and Aronoff came out of the dust scoring.

Yeshiva's "Battleship Drive" that closed this struggle ended the half with a 30-21 lead in favor of Lavenburg.

"Goal a Minute" Drive

During the second half both teams pipped it up exchanging points proportionally. Levy, sweeping middle court throws by sinking two rapid baskets, N. Y. U. Violites doubled their drive and the game turned into a race. Even at the end, when Coach Manny, with his regulars scattered about the court, Yeshiva took the lead and the game ended 40-34 in favor of Yeshiva.

Yeshiva Receives Wierak Collection

Yeshiva librarian, bring the Yeshiva library up to date in many respects.

In addition to the books the institution received a case and chair at which Mr. Wierak worked for the last forty years, as well as a desk that is expected to form the nucleus of a Peter Wierak collection.

The section of the College library reference department, a new reference room has been administered by the library. With the opening of the new room, so much use is made of it that the third floor of the main building, a new policy will be inaugurated. This room is designed to accommodate significant students and residents for study, and to accommodate the students and residents for reading.
SCHRAGGAI SPEAKS AT POEL MEETING
(Continued from page 1)

strike, in this way bringing again into actuality the principles of the Torah. Schraggai impressed his audience.

The meeting was opened by Bernard Lander '34, President of the Poel Hamrabach of Yeshiva College who introduced Elliot Goldman '37, Vice President of the group. The latter reported on the matters discussed and resolved at the last council meeting of the Hapoel Hamrabach at 294 Henry Street.

Dr. Schraggai, who was discovered in 1929 in the Cairo Geniza, has been studying the complete poetic works of Isaac Gitel for his doctor’s thesis for the degree of Doctor of Jewish Literature which is offered by Yeshiva. Rabbi Marcus is also giving a graduate course in Medieval Hebrew Literature at the Teachers Insititute.

SMITH SEES BRIGHT FUTURE FOR SCRIPTA MATHEMATICA
(Continued from page 1)

"memorable event on Manhattan Island in 1933" when Scripta first appeared. He saw in the Yeshiva College publication a remedy of the "century-old scandal of mathematics for mathematicians only."

Edward Kasner, who started the mathematical world not long ago with his brilliant solution of the age-old problem of the limit that attached the use of mathematics to a mental discipline. He spoke of important ideas on the philosophical and spiritual in mathematics in the lower brackets of school work.

Leo Genova Simon, head of the mathematics department at Hunter College; Judge John J. Goldstein, the toastmaster of the evening; and Robert J. Schwartz, who received his rabbi's degree from Yeshiva, a reply by Mr. Phillips com- pleted the speakers of the evening.

J. POLIN'S CANDY STORE
Candies, Confections, etc.
Prices low, Quality high

PUBLIC LAUNDRY SERVICE
25c, 50c, 75c, $1.00 SHIRTS

Mr. and Mrs. L. Gruber
Yeshiva Caterers
Good Food and Reasonable Prices

TROIANO'S
MASTER OF THE TONAL SCALES
1400 St. Nicholas Ave.
Near 165th St.
NAIRBO... 88c